[The research on xiaochalhu decoction improving the inflammation of chronic glomerulonephritis patients and relieving the proteinuria].
To observe the balance of T help cell1/2 (Th1/Th2), the changes of correlated proinflammatory cytokines (IFN-gamma and IL-4), and regulated on activation normal T cell expressed and secreted (RANTES), and the abnormal expression of IL-17, the effector of T help cell17 (Th17) in chronic glomerulonephritis (CGN)patients with Shaoyang disease, thus revealing the mechanisms of Xiaochaihu Decoction (XD) for treating proteinuria of CGN patients according to the theory of mediating Shaoyang meridian. Totally 70 CGN patients with Shaoyang disease were randomly assigned to two groups, the treatment group (treated by XD) and the control group [treated by Shenyan Kangfu Tablet (SKT)], 35 in each group. Besides, 20 healthy volunteers were recruited as the healthy control group. Besides, routine therapy of chronic kidney disease (CKD), patients in the treatment group and the control group were treated with XD and SKT respectively for 4 weeks. The changes of Chinese medical syndrome, the effectiveness, 24-h urinary protein, renal functions, the peripheral blood IFN-gamma, IL-4, Th1/Th2, IL-17, and RANTES were compared. Before treatment the Th1/Th2, IL-17, and RANTES of the two treated groups were higher, and the IL-4 level was lower than those of the healthy control group (P < 0.05). After treatment the improvement of Chinese medical syndrome, main symptoms, the effectiveness was better in the XD group than in the SKT group (P < 0.05, P < 0.01). The proteinuria obviously decreased in the treatment group, with the efficacy superior to the SKT group (P < 0.05). The Th1/Th2, IL-17, and RANTES decreased to various degrees when compared with the SKT group (P < 0.05, P < 0.01). The IL-4 level increased more obviously in the treatment group than in the control group (P < 0.05). There was no statistical difference in the improvement of the renal function (P > 0.05). The immune disorder of the CGN patients with Shaoyang disease was correlated with Th1/Th2 imbalance, and abnormal changes of Th17 cell functions and RANTES. XD could improve the inflammation by regulating the immune disorder of CGN patients with Shaoyang disease, which proved that the theory of mediating Shaoyang meridian could be used to improve the inflammation of CGN patients, thus relieving the proteinuria.